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Brusho Layer Directions: 

1. On a clean surface lay your Top Layer of Shimmery White  (4 x 5-1/4) down flat.  

2. Fill your Stampin’ Spritzer with water.  

3.  Pierce a hole using the point of a safety pin or thumb tac into the top of the Prussian Blue lid.  
Do not unscrew the lid.  No need to.  I use a thumb tac to pierce the hole and the done using the 
Brusho. 

4.  Sprinkle the Brusho Crystals over your Top Layer.  You 
don’t need too much. 
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Card Supplies:  

Card Base:  8-1/2 x 5-1/2 Shimmery White (#101910):  scored at 4-1/4 
Top Layer:  4 x 5-1/4 Shimmery White 
Snowflake Piece:  4 x 5 Shimmery White - Use with Big Shot and SnowflakeThinlits Die (#149692) to cut 
out the 3 snowflakes needed. 
Brusho Crystal Color (#144101) - I used Prussian Blue 
Basic Jewels Clear Rhinestone (#144220) 
Stampin’ Spritzers (#126185) 
Big Shot (#143263) 
Snow is Glistening (#149742) Stamp Set  
Snowflake Thinlits Die (#149692) 
Frost White Shimmer Paint (#147046) 
Momento Black Ink Pad (#132708) 



5.  Using your Spritzer filled with water start spritzing lightly at about 8 inches from the paper.  
Start lightly, you can always add more water until you get the look you like. 

6.  Lay a piece of paper tower over your wet spritzed Top Layer and pat it down with your hand.  
This will absorb the excess water.  Gently pull off.   

If you are not happy with the way it looks, at this point you can add more water with the spritz  or 
add more crystals,  spritz with water and pat with paper towel until you get the look you want.    

Set aside to dry. 

7.  Using your Big Shot and Snowflake Thinlits Dies, cut out 3 Snowflakes.  You will need one large, 
one medium, and one small.   
 

In a second Stampin’ Spritz add 4 or 5 drops of Frost 
Shimmer Paint and fill the rest of the spritzer with 
water.  Shake well and spritz your snowflakes with 
this.  I laid the snowflakes on the the dirty paper 
towel.  I was hoping to get a little of the blue to 
bleed onto the snowflake tips.  Its subtle but I like 
that.   
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8.  Once your card layer and snowflakes are dry you can start 
to assemble your card.   

Adhere the Brusho layer onto your card base using your 
favorite adhesive.   

Position your large snowflake on your Brusho layer an adhere 
with your favorite adhesive.  I used glue dots. 

Stamp your sentiment.  I used one from Snow is Glistening stamp set.  
  
 

Adhere the medium snowflake on the top center of the 
large snowflake. 

Adhere the smallest snowflake just above the 
sentiment. 

Add Rhinestones to the center of the snowflakes and 
sprinkle one or two around the card front and you are 
done!!. 
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